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1. EXT. SPACE. MILKY WAY. NIGHT 
 
A grand establishing shot. We pitch up and out of the Milky 
Way, turn our back on it and whoosh into the outer 
darkness. We zigzag past an ancient, long-abandoned wrecked 
starship, through sparse gas clouds, an icy asteroid or 
two, then darkness, until we start homing in on a small, 
rocky, mountainous planetoid, zooming closer and closer 
until we see a gleaming metal temple clinging to the side 
of a grey mountain, poking from a tenuous atmosphere. 
 
          CUT TO: 
 
2. INT. GLOOMY PASSAGEWAY. DUSK 
 
The TARDIS materialises in a stone passageway. The door 
opens. CLARA steps out.  
 

CLARA 
  Gloom. I didn’t ask for gloom.  
 
THE DOCTOR emerges.  
 
    DOCTOR 

You said you wanted peace and quiet. Where better 
than The Infinite Retreat? Look. I got this 
brochure from a travel agents.  

 
CLARA takes the brochure. 
 

CLARA 
  I’m amazed they’re still going in the future. 
 
    DOCTOR 
  Buddhists? 
 
    CLARA 
  Travel agents.  

 
  DOCTOR 
As that beautifully designed document says, this 
is one of the most peaceful places in the 
universe.  

 
CLARA  

Because of all the monks? 
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DOCTOR 

Because it’s in the middle of nowhere, so has 
absolutely no strategic or economic value 
whatsoever. There’s no point invading it. It 
doesn’t even have a nice view.  
 
  CLARA (reading the brochure) 
But the monks did install a breathable 
atmosphere, heat and light.  
 
  DOCTOR 
We’re absolutely guaranteed some peace and quiet. 

 
CLARA 

Please don’t say that, it really is tempting 
fate. 

 
They have reached a closed metal door. 
 

DOCTOR 
Ah. The monks here would tell you, what happens 
to us is merely karma, the consequences of our 
actions from our previous lives.  
 
  CLARA 
And you of all people are happy with that 
thought, are you? 
 

The door slides open to reveal a corridor and … a DALEK! It 
has its back to the DOCTOR and CLARA, and is proceeding 
towards an archway. The DOCTOR and CLARA step through the 
door, gingerly. The DALEK doesn’t see them, and eventually 
turns right and disappears.  
 

CLARA (whispers) 
TARDIS? 

 
She turns to go but the door slides shut, blocking their 
retreat.  
 
    DOCTOR (with relish) 
  We’ll have to see what it’s doing here. 
 
The DOCTOR is hurrying in the direction the DALEK went, 
leaving CLARA by the door miming using the sonic 
screwdriver. 
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    CLARA  
  Or you could just use the … oh, wait for me. 
 
          CUT TO: 
 
3. INT. MEDITATION CHAMBER. NIGHT 
 
We can’t see much of the room, just three DALEKS in a 
group. One is the yellow ETERNAL DALEK. The DALEK the 
DOCTOR and CLARA are following arrives and takes position 
in the huddle. 
 

DALEK 
All is prepared.  

 
We cut to the DOCTOR and CLARA sneaking a look through the 
doorway, and we see the room properly for the first time. A 
small circular chamber. Incense burners and prayer wheels 
line the walls. A mandala sits on the floor in the centre 
of the room. The ceiling is a vast crystal dome looking out 
over a virtually starless sky.  
 
    CLARA (whispers) 
  I recognise that pattern on the floor. 
 
    DOCTOR (whispers) 
  A buddhist mandala.  
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
Activate the Thardo Khorlo. 

 
The prayer wheels start spinning of their own accord.  
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 
  Commence.   
 
    DALEKS (en masse) 
  We obey! 
 
As one, the DALEKS’ eyestalks droop to the floor. A moment 
of utter pindrop silence then: 
 

DALEKS (en masse) 
Meditate! Meditate! Meditate! Contemplate! 
Contemplate! Contemplate! Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum! 
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CLARA: Seriously? Double you. Tee –  
 
          CUT TO: 
 
OPENING TITLES 
 
          CUT TO: 
 
4. INT. MEDITATION CHAMBER. NIGHT 
 
THE DOCTOR and CLARA are now standing next to the DALEKS, 
who are lost in their ritual. 
 

DALEKS 
Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum!  

 
DOCTOR [Over this din]  

Not quite as melodious as when human beings do 
it. Not really putting me in mind of a cool, blue 
ocean.  

 
CLARA  

Don’t think they’ll be much good at Yoga either, 
frankly.  

 
DOCTOR 

They seem to have mastered Downward Facing Dalek.  
 
THE DOCTOR waves his hand underneath the nearest DALEK’s 
eyestalk. The eyestalk snaps up, fixes its gaze on the 
DOCTOR, startling him.   
 

DALEK 
Who dares interfere with the meditation of the 
Daleks? 

 
The other Daleks stop their aumming and snap to attention, 
and are now staring at the Doctor. A moment of silence, 
then: 
 

DALEKS (in unison) 
It is the Doctor! It is the Doctor!  
 
  ETERNAL DALEK 
Initiate security protocol omega three.  
 
  DALEK 
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Security protocol omega three initiated! 
 
  DOCTOR 
Omega three? Did you just go to fish oil alert? 
 
  DALEK 
Secure the Doctor. He must not escape.  
 
  CLARA 
I’m here, too, you know. 

 
One DALEK turns to face CLARA. 

 
  DALEK 
Accomplice located. 
 
  CLARA 
OK. It’s mainly him you should be worrying about.   
 

The DALEKS round on the DOCTOR. The DOCTOR is right up 
against the ETERNAL DALEK. 
 

DOCTOR  
  You’re their leader? Of course you are. 
 

CLARA 
The Dalek Lama. 

 
DOCTOR 

Oh, very good. I’m going to nick that. Oi! Dalek 
Lama. How can you be sure that what you perceive 
as the Doctor isn’t mere illusion? 

 
ETERNAL DALEK 

  Activate the sword of prajna.  
 
One DALEK moves forward. Its eye starts glowing red instead 
of blue. 
 
    DALEK 

My vision is enhanced. The veil of deception has 
been rendered inoperative.  

 
    ETERNAL DALEK 
  Report. 
 
    RED-EYED DALEK 
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Positive identification. Full spectrum 
ontological analysis confirms this is the Doctor. 

 
The DALEK’s eye returns to its normal colour. 

 
DOCTOR 

You’re really good at this, I’ll give you that.  
 

DALEK 
Exterminate!  

 
CLARA 

I don’t know much about Buddhists, but I know 
they’re meant to be non-violent.  

 
One DALEK stares at CLARA. 
  

DALEK 
The old man must die and the new man will 
discover to his inexpressible joy that he has 
never existed. 

 
The DALEKS form a firing squad. The DOCTOR steels himself 
and tries to bluff it out. 
 
    DOCTOR 

I believe the word is ‘samsara’, the endless 
cycle of death and rebirth. You’ve killed me 
before, remember? What goes around comes around. 
So, to quote a wise person, you of all people are 
happy with that thought, are you? 

 
    ETERNAL DALEK 
  Do not exterminate the Doctor.  
 
The DALEK firing squad stands down, we get the sense it’s a 
little grudgingly. The ETERNAL DALEK turns to one DALEK. 
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 
  Take the human for questioning. 
 
The DALEK moves in on CLARA, cajoling her out of the room. 
The DOCTOR moves to stop this. The ETERNAL DALEK blocks him 
with its sucker arm.  
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 
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Be warned, Doctor. Attachment leads to suffering. 
You will follow me. 

 
The ETERNAL DALEK addresses the remaining DALEKS.  
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 
  Continue the mantra of the Daleks!  
 
As the DOCTOR and ETERNAL DALEK leave through a side door, 
the remaining two DALEKS lower their eyestalks and continue 
their chant. 
 
    DALEKS 
  Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum! Aum!   
          CUT TO: 
 
5. INT. QUESTIONING CHAMBER. NIGHT. 
 
The DALEK shoves CLARA into a very pleasant room that looks 
like a student common room, complete with scatter cushions, 
psychedelic posters and tea-making facilities. We can hear 
the DALEKS aumming faintly from the other room.  
 
    DALEK 
  You will enter the questioning chamber.  
 
    CLARA 

It’s OK, you don’t need to shove – hey, it’s 
actually quite nice in here.  
 
  DALEK 
You will sit on the red cushion and I will begin 
questioning.  

 
CLARA sits on the red cushion. The DALEK looms over her. 
 
    CLARA 

I’m guessing you didn’t do the decorating. The 
place was like this when you got here? Sorry, 
sorry, I know the drill: you’re the one who asks 
the questions.  
 
  DALEK 
First question. Does a Dalek have Buddha nature? 
 

CLARA, fair enough, looks baffled.  
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  DALEK 
Repeat: Does a Dalek have Buddha nature? 
 
  CLARA 
Um. OK. Can we come back to that one?  
 
  DALEK 
What is the sound of a Dalek clapping? 
 

CLARA sort of mimes a Dalek sucker and gun and tries 
clapping.  

 
  CLARA 
I don’t want to tell you how to do your job, but 
… er … if the Daleks are going to find religion, 
are you sure you’ve found the right one? 
 
  DALEK 
Buddhism is not a religion, it is a philosophical 
path with an ethical code. It is the duty of the 
Daleks to explore all branches of knowledge.  
 
  CLARA 
So, OK. That first question. I don’t know the 
answer, but let’s try to work it out together, 
hey? What would you say a Buddha nature is?  
 
        CUT TO: 

 
6. INT. ETERNAL DALEK’S OFFICE. NIGHT. 
 
We’re in a small commandeered office full of buddhist 
relics, rather haphazardly placed, mingled in with bits of 
broken Dalek and Dalek machinery and equipment. Throughout 
the scene, we can hear the DALEKS back in the meditation 
chamber aumming in the distance.  
 
THE DOCTOR is pacing the room. The ETERNAL DALEK is keeping 
a close watch on him.  
 
The DOCTOR holds up a particularly broken piece of Dalek 
technology. 
 

DOCTOR 
By the look of things, you weren’t planning the 
trip out here.  
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ETERNAL DALEK 
Our scoutship was damaged. Our power units 
fading, we drifted for centuries beyond the 
galactic disc.  

 
DOCTOR 

And then you washed up here.  
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
The monks of the Infinite Retreat found our ship.  

 
Brief CUT TO to a small black and white image, like a 
telesnap, of robed monks standing at the side of a smoking 
impact crater. 
 
    DOCTOR 
  Ah yes, I was going to ask about the monks.  
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
The humans restored our power. Nursed us back to 
health. 

 
Brief CUT TO to a flashback image, again black and white. A 
monk plugging a heavy duty cable into a Dalek machine. 
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 

They claimed to have awareness of the ultimate 
nature of the cosmos. Access to power beyond the 
merely material.  
 

Brief CUT TO Buddhists meditating.  
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
Our battle computers concluded that mastery of 
such forces would give the Daleks tactical 
superiority. We moved to attain the knowledge of 
the monks. The monks taught us that the greatest 
power in the universe was mercy.  

 
Brief CUT TO a quick flashback, black and white again, but 
this time it moves. See an old monk mouth the words, but 
hear the Dalek say them.  
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
All is suffering. We must do everything we can to 
help those who suffer. We must end universal 
suffering. 
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  DOCTOR 
It’s been tried. It’s not as easy as it sounds. 
OK, the Daleks have resources, but even if you 
converted the entire Black Fleet to deliver 
relief supplies … wait. Oh, now I get it. Let me 
ask anyway. 

(He clears his throat and faces the 
ETERNAL DALEK.) 

And how do you plan going about ending universal 
suffering, then? He asked, expecting the answer – 

 
ETERNAL DALEK 

Extermination!  
 

DOCTOR (resigned) 
And there we go.  

 
ETERNAL DALEK  

To live is to suffer. To exterminate suffering, 
all who suffer must be exterminated! All who live 
must be exterminated.  

 
(Without any fuss, the aumming in the background has 
stopped.) 
 
    DOCTOR 
  What happened to the monks? 
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 

Once they learned to yearn for the release of 
death, Dalek mercy was infinite. 

 
The DOCTOR sags. 
 

DOCTOR 
I mean, good grief, you Daleks … Clara’s lot 
manage to twist an ancient religion into an 
excuse to buy yoga mats and joss sticks, but it 
takes a Dalek to think that the message of Buddha 
was to round everybody up, put them in a field 
and bomb them.  
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
We only wish to enhance the spiritual welfare of 
the universe. Life was a mistake. An accident of 
nature. The random evolution of consciousness 
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brought with it suffering. The ideal form of the 
universe is therefore one without life.  
 

DOCTOR 
All life but Dalek life, I’m assuming. 
 
  ETERNAL DALEK 
Correct. Our creation was a deliberate act.  

 
DOCTOR 

You’re the exception that proves the rule? Handy. 
So, you’ve managed to twist a religion to 
reinforce your existing beliefs. Not exactly  
original -  
 

The DOCTOR cuts himself off.  
 
  DOCTOR 
Can you hear that? 
 
  ETERNAL DALEK 
We must learn not to be distracted from the path 
of – 
 
  DOCTOR 
Oh shut up. Can you hear it? 
 
  ETERNAL DALEK. 
What sound are you referring to? 
 
  DOCTOR 
The sound of no Daleks chanting. I wonder why 
they stopped.  
 

          CUT TO: 
 
7. INT. MEDITATION CHAMBER. NIGHT 
 
We’re alone in the room. The two DALEKS who had been 
meditating are dead. Their eyestalks are powered off, evil-
looking smoke is pouring from their casings.  
          CUT TO: 
    
 
8. INT. QUESTIONING ROOM. NIGHT 
 
CLARA is making herself some tea.  
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    CLARA  

I’d offer, but … you know. So, OK, that’s Buddha 
nature. What’s a Dalek? I mean, obviously I’ve 
met Daleks. I know what Daleks are made of. But 
what is a Dalek?  

 
The DOCTOR enters the room, the ETERNAL DALEK not far 
behind him. CLARA is too busy with a teabag to notice. 
 
    DALEK  

The Dalek is the perfect form of being. Our poets 
have calculated many ways of expressing the 
nature of our supremacy. 

 
CLARA 

Poets? Did you just say ‘poets’? 
 

ETERNAL DALEK 
Dalek poetry is the supreme poetry of the 
universe. 

 
CLARA does a spit-take. She turns to see the Doctor. 
 

DOCTOR 
Clara, think about it. There are loads of words 
which rhyme with ‘exterminate’.  

 
The DOCTOR takes her tea. 
 
    DOCTOR 
  That was a haiku, by the way.  
 
The DOCTOR takes a sip. The ETERNAL DALEK addresses the 
DALEK.  
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 

Raise security to condition Omega Four. You are 
to secure the platform. I will co-ordinate 
operations from the command pod.  
 
  DALEK  
I obey. 

 
The two DALEKS leave. The DOCTOR and CLARA stand around for 
a moment. The Doctor takes another sip.  
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    CLARA 
  This is the questioning room.  
 
    DOCTOR 
  It’s groovy.  
 
    CLARA 

That Dalek and I have been questioning the nature 
of existence.  
 
  DOCTOR 
There is only tea in this tea? 
 
  CLARA 
I assume so. I didn’t get to drink it. What’s 
going on? What’s got into them? And what just 
happened that means the Daleks left us in here 
without any guards?  

 
    DOCTOR 

To answer your questions in reverse order, the 
Dalek Lama just found two Daleks who were killed 
so fast they didn’t even put up a fight; The 
Daleks have found God; And I don’t think God’s 
all that happy about that.  
 
        CUT TO: 

 
9. INT. CORRIDOR TO LANDING AREA. NIGHT 
 
We follow a DALEK as it moves down a corridor, with ANOTHER 
DALEK is heading in the opposite direction. 
 
    DALEK 

Security condition Omega Four. Two Dalek 
casualities confirmed. 
 
  OTHER DALEK 
Dalek casualties?  
 
  DALEK 
Maintain vigilance. Report all anomalies to the 
command pod.  
 
  OTHER DALEK 
I obey. 
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The OTHER DALEK moves away and the DALEK continues on its 
way. Before it has left the shot, unnoticed by the DALEK, 
the OTHER DALEK has ground to a halt, its eyestalk is dim. 
Smoke begins to swirl from its casing.  
 
The DALEK passes through an archway into … 
 
… a vast exterior platform made of finest CG. A small Dalek 
Saucer, a scoutship, is sat on a natural rocky plateau. It 
is open to the elements, resembles a cutaway, so we can see 
the interior decks. We can see half a dozen  Daleks at work 
welding and moving components. They are actually 
dismantling the ship, but it looks like they are repairing 
it.  
 
The DALEK swings around, takes up position and starts its 
lookout duties. 
 
    DALEK 
  Platform secured.  
    
          CUT TO: 
 
10. INT. DALEK COMMAND POD. NIGHT 
 
The ETERNAL DALEK is in a room barely bigger than it is, 
surrounded by screens, displays, cables and so on, 
connecting it to advanced command and communication 
systems. 
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 

Acknowledged. All Dalek units to maintain maximum 
alert.  

 
Over the speakers, slightly tinny: 
 
    DALEKS (en masse) 
  We obey! 
      
          CUT TO: 
 
11. INT. MEDITATION CHAMBER. NIGHT 
 
The DOCTOR idly spins a prayer wheel with his hand. CLARA 
is looking up through the domed ceiling into the night’s 
sky. The two dead DALEKS are still there, dusted with soot. 
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    CLARA 
  I can only see five stars. 
 
    DOCTOR 

Those aren’t stars, they’re galaxies. We’re a 
long way from anything but darkness.  
 
  CLARA 
Is one of those the Milky Way? 

 
The DOCTOR glances up, has a quick think, shakes his head 
and thumbs over his shoulder. He moves over to the dead 
DALEKS and starts an examination. 
 
    DOCTOR 

Your galaxy is that way. A long way that way. If 
you tried writing down the number of miles, your 
wrist would fall off before you’d finished.  

 
    CLARA 

I know the deal: the cosmos is too vast for the 
human mind to begin to contemplate. I suppose a 
Time Lord can take it in his stride. 

 
    DOCTOR 

Being able to climb a mountain doesn’t make the 
mountain any shorter. 

 
He takes out the sonic screwdriver and uses it to pop off 
one of the Dalek’s bumps. He turns it over in his hand.  
 
    CLARA 

Give it to me straight, doc, is he going to make 
it?  

 
The DOCTOR tosses the component to her. She catches it, 
examines it, shrugs. From now on, for the rest of this 
scene, the camera is locked off and there’s a full length 
static shot of the room. CLARA at the left of the screen, 
two dead DALEKS, the DOCTOR to their right, and plenty of 
space behind the DOCTOR. There’s a busy Tibetan tapestry 
hanging in the dead space to his right.  
 
What’s going to happen is, in that dead space, a very, very 
slow fade up of a Buddhist MONK materialising. It will take 
minutes, and various members of the audience will notice 
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him at various times. Our attention is going to be on the 
DOCTOR and CLARA the whole time.  
 
    DOCTOR 

Daleks aren’t easy to kill. They have layers of 
internal defences available to them. Everything 
from forcefields to attobots, countermeasures 
against all possible attacks stored in their 
databanks. They can’t keep all of those systems 
activated all the time, it drains too much power, 
limits what else they can do. Yet this one had 
been keeping every defensive system on maximum 
for over a month. 

 
    CLARA 

Much good it did them. 
 
  DOCTOR 
Good news for us. The reason we weren’t 
exterminated on sight was that they needed to 
reconfigure their settings to power up their 
guns.  
 
  CLARA 
And don’t Daleks usually believe in that old 
Buddhist saying that the best defence is a good 
attack? 
 
  DOCTOR 
It doesn’t mean they go into battle defenceless. 
They usually tailor what they use to match 
whatever enemy they’re fighting that day. 
 
  CLARA 
And if they’ve activated everything it must mean 
they’ve got no idea what they’re fighting.  
 
  DOCTOR. 
Exactly. 
 
  CLARA 
But you do? You think it’s God? 
 
  DOCTOR 
A figure of speech. I think they’ve meddled with 
the forces of creation and stirred something up 
that was best left alone. Something big and dark 
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and dangerous. The sort of thing that could reach 
out to those five galaxies and grab them in its 
hand. The Daleks have manifested the stuff of 
their dreams, a being that represents their pure 
id. 
 
  CLARA 
Just by meditating? 
 
  DOCTOR  
Hmmmmm. Actually, now I say that out loud, it’s a 
bit New Age, isn’t it? A bit wishy-washy. I mean 
look at these Daleks – whatever did this, it 
wasn’t horoscopes and homeopathy. We should 
probably look for a scientific explanation. Or at 
the very least one that sounds scientific. 
 
  CLARA 
It’s something about this planet? Some property 
of the, I dunno, rocks? Or just something to do 
with it being so isolated? 
 
  DOCTOR 
Or a property of this room specifically? 

 
He looks around, but he’s clearly not sure what to look 
for. He glances over his shoulder, and starts when he sees 
the MONK, who is not almost, not quite, fully manifested. 
CLARA sees the monk at the same time.  
 
    CLARA 
  How long was - ? 
 
The MONK is bald, robed, utterly serene. He begins gliding 
towards the DOCTOR. He reaches out, brushes the DOCTOR’s 
face so tenderly there might not be any actual physical 
contact. The DOCTOR collapses, clutching his head.  
 
    CLARA 
  Doctor! 
 
She hasn’t got a weapon. She’s holding the Dalek bump. She 
bowls it at the monk’s head. The monk isn’t even looking 
her way, he’s looking at the Doctor, but he catches the 
ball anyway, then gently throws it back to CLARA, who 
catches it. It gives the DOCTOR a moment to scrabble away.  
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    DOCTOR 
  Through there!  
 
They head into the Office.      
 
          CUT TO: 
 
12. INT. ETERNAL DALEK’S OFFICE. NIGHT 
 
The DOCTOR, still reeling, runs into the room, starts 
rifling for something he saw in here earlier. CLARA slams 
the door control and a heavy metal door slides up to 
barricade them in. 
 
    CLARA (hisses) 
  I bet he can get through this door. 
 
    DOCTOR 
  No need to shout. It’s … yes.  
 
He finds a Dalek gun. 
  
    CLARA 
  You think that’s going to be any use –  
 
The DOCTOR points the gun at the floor underneath them and 
fires.  
 
          CUT TO: 
13. EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE. NIGHT 
 
It’s the bare scree slope of a mountain. Almost pitch 
black, no wind, few sounds carrying in the thin air. We 
hold on that for a few seconds, slightly longer than we’d 
expect, enough to be a little unnerving. 
 
… then CLARA and the DOCTOR make a startling drop into 
shot. They lose their balance, but then find their footing 
and stand, shakily. 
 
    DOCTOR (Woozy) 

I think I hit my head. It hurts. Twisted my 
ankle. Twisted my head ankle. 

 
    CLARA 

I don’t think it’s following us, but it’s too 
cold to stay outside for long. 
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She looks up, sees the underside of the temple. It’s an 
impossible climb.  
 
The DOCTOR holds up the Dalek gun. 
 
    DOCTOR 

I’ve got a Dalek gun. Am I a Dalek?  
 
  CLARA 
You’re kind of the opposite. 
 
  DOCTOR 
You were a Dalek once, weren’t you? Rings a bell. 
A Dalek in a red dress. 
 
  CLARA 
You do understand what you said is impossible, 
yes? You were attacked. Some kind of, yeah, some 
sort of psychic attack. I need you to 
concentrate. Fight it. 

 
    DOCTOR 

I obey the Red Dalek. Activating psychic 
defences.  

 
The DOCTOR faints.  
 
          CUT TO: 
 
14. INT. COMMAND POD. NIGHT. 
 
    ETERNAL DALEK 

Emergency. The Doctor and his accomplice have 
escaped the Infinite Retreat. Two units to 
intercept and detain the Doctor.  

 
          CUT TO: 
 
15. INT. MOUNTAINSIDE. NIGHT 
 
The DOCTOR is unconscious. CLARA’s making a half-hearted 
effort to lift him. 
 
    CLARA 

Doctor! No, come on, I’m not carrying you.  
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There’s a whirring from above, and a thin splash of light 
falls over CLARA. She looks up. Sees a small door opening 
on the underside of the temple. 
 
    CLARA 
  There’s a way back in! Doctor. Wake up. 
 
Two flying DALEKS emerge from the door. They’re a long way 
off, as are their cries of: 
 
    DALEKS 

Locate the Doctor. Locate his accomplice. 
 
  CLARA (under her breath) 
I have got a name, you know.  
 
  DALEKS 
The Doctor and Clara Oswin are enemies of the 
Daleks.  

 
    CLARA 
  That’s better.  
 
She’s seen a cave opening. She drags the Doctor towards it. 
The Doctor is semi-conscious, now, able to stumble along 
with her.  
 
    CLARA 
  Not much further.  
 
          CUT TO: 
   


